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Finance Sector

£5k-£50m £5k-£10m £5k-£10m £5k-£10m £100k-£10m £5k-£10m

Data Centres

Our dedicated financial projects team understand that banking, insurance, and financial services clients have very 

specific needs. We can handle every possible need, from modernising branches and installing advanced banking 

technology to creating workspaces that help your staff thrive. And, because we offer a full-range of services, we’re 

your one-stop shop for projects of all types. 

The finance sector has seen considerable change over recent years, but it’s a change our experienced team are ready for. 

Staff training and upskilling is a central part of our delivery strategy and our dedicated financial sector services team of over 

70 staff are all trained in customer care and financial security protocols, and are all security checked. Offering total peace of 

mind and an unbeatable experience from start to finish. 



Finance Sector

From design and build to full turnkey delivery, we work 

with our clients from a blank canvas right through to a 

completed project to create spaces which are both 

functional and inspirational.

We’re committed to delivering first-class projects to all of 

our clients within the evolving Finance sector. And we’re 

taking pro-active steps to make this happen, underpinned 

by the experience of our dedicated teams. We ensure all 

processes have been fine-tuned and adapted specifically, 

from security and confidentiality, maintaining critical 

environments and business as usual, to ensuring a smooth 

customer journey, and we have the tools and skills to 

deliver every kind of project. 
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Finance Sector

In the last decade we’ve…

Delivered UK wide from Thurso to Truro

Refurbished over 1,500 high street bank branches

Delivered over £300m worth of financial sector 

projects

Fitted out over 200 offices for financial sector firms

With our dedicated team of over 70 members of 

staff
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If you would like to know more please get in touch:

Nick Hardy

Finance Sector Director

e: Nick.Hardy@morrisandspottiswood.co.uk

t:  07754 200 021

mailto:Nick.Hardy@morrisandspottiswood.co.uk
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